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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the stability of rational two-stage Runge Kutta methods for the 
numerical solution of stiff differential systems. With a stability analysis based on linear diagonal 
systems of arbitrary dimension, we fred necessary and sufficient conditions for the coefficients of 
a method to be A(a) and A(a,/~) stable, extending previous results on this subject given by Hairer 
[1] and Wambecq [31, [4], [5]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the initial value problem for a system of differ- 
ential equations 
y'(t) = f[y(t)] t>  0 (1.1) 
y(0) = Y0 
where y(t), Y0' f are elements of R n (or cn). For the 
numerical solution of this problem we consider two- 
stage rational Runge Kutta methods. These algorithms 
allow us to compute an approximation Yk+l = ThY to 
the solution of (1.1) at the point tk+ 1 = tk+h in terms 
of their value Yk = Y at the point tk, by means of the 
formula 
ThY = Y+[(gl * gl)/bl (1.27 
where gl '  g2 and b (:/: 0) are n-vectors given by 
gl = h qYT, g2 = h f(Y+C2gl7 (1.37 
b = blgl+b2g2 
Here h is the stepsize and b 1, b 2 and c 2 are real para- 
meters. The expression [(u * vT/w] is defined for real or 
complex vectors in the following way : 
[(u*v)/w]= Ilwl1-2 [u Re(v,w)+vRe(u,w) 
- w ge(u,vT] (1.4) 
where (u,v 7 denotes the scalar product of vectors u and 
v and [[wl[ 2 = (w,w). Methods of type (1.2) (1.3) and 
generalizations of them have been considered by several 
authors (Flaker [1], Lambert and Shaw [2], Wambecq 
[3], [4], [5]) for the numerical solution of certain dasses 
of stiff systems due to the fact that they are explicit and 
further do not require the use of the jacobian of f. 
Wambecq has proved in [3] that whenever b I +b 2 = 1 
the method (1.1) has order 1 and further i fb2c 2 = -1/2 
this method attains order 2 which is the highest possible 
value. In the rest of this paper the condition bI +b 2 = 1 
will be assumed; this means that we shall be concerned 
with a family of methods with order ~ 1 depending on 
parameters b 2 and c 2. 
With respect to the stability of (1.2), Wambecq studied 
the behaviour of these methods for a scalar equation 
y" = Xy, ~, E C, concluding that they are A-stable fff 
b 2 c 2 ~-1/2. However, as it was pointed out by Hairer 
[1], due to the non linearity of these methods the 
stability analysis for a diagonal linear system with di- 
mention arbitrary 
y '= Ay, A = diag(Xl,~, 2 ..... kn) (1.5) 
may be different to the case n = 1. In fact, ff we apply 
(1.2 7 to this system we get ThY = Ry where R is a 
diagonal n-matrix whose i-element rii is a rational func- 
tion which depends not only on z i = h Xi but also on the 
other values zj = h ~j, j = 1 ..... n and on the initial 
vector y. For this reason Halter introduced the follow- 
ing ae£mitions. 
Definition I
A set D in the complex plane is a stability region of 
method (1.27, iff for every dimension , initial vector 
y E C n and differential system of type (1.5) with 
h X i = z i E D, i = 1 ..... n. the numerical solution satis- 
fies 
lIT h yll ~g Ilyll 
Definition 2 
The method (1.27 is said to be A(¢ 7 stable, 
a E [0,1r/2], iff the set 
S• = {z E Clz = 0 or z = oo or I arg(-z71 ~ a} 
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is a stability region. A method which is A(lr/2) stable 
will be called A stable. 
Definition 3 
Let ~ and a be such that 0 g a g ~, a+l~ g lr/2, then 
(1.2) is said to be A(~,a) stable fff 
Sa,/3-- {z~ C Iz= 0 or z=. .  or #-a~ larg(-z)l ~#+a} 
is a stability region. 
It is clear that these definitions of stability are in princi- 
ple more restrictive than the ones given by Wambecq and 
thus the question arises what conditions on the para- 
meters b2 and c 2 of a method (1.2) are necessary and 
sufficient for A((z) or A(#,a) stability. In this sense it 
has been proved by Hairer that whenever 
b2c 2 ~ -[2 cos a(2 - cos a)] -1 (1.6) 
and ct ~ [0,1r/2) the method (1.2) is A(a) stable and if 
b2c 2 ~ - [2 (1 - 4 sin2/3 sin2cL)] -1 (1.7) 
the method is A (/J, ct) stable. 
The purpose of this paper is to fred answers to the above 
two questions; these are contained in the following two 
theorems that will be proved in sections 2 and 3. 
Theorem I 
The method (1.2) is A(a) stable with a E [0, lr/2] iff 
b 2 c 2 g -~l+cosa(2 - cosa)] -1 (1.8) 
Theorem 2
The method (1.2) is A(~,ct) stable iff 
b 2 c 2 < - [2 (1 - 2 sin2/i sin2a)] -1 (1.9) 
We end this section pointing out some consequences of 
the above two theorems. 
i) Taking a = ¢r/2, it follows from (1.8) that b2c 2 g -1 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for A-stability of 
method (1.2). Note that using Hairer's ufficient con- 
dition (1.6) one cannot conclude to A stability for any 
value orb 2 c 2. 
ii) In the case b 2 c 2 = -1/2 we have a method of order 2 
which is at most A(0) stable. If b 2 c 2 decreases from 
-1/2 to -1 the corresponding methods are A(a) stable 
with a increasing from 0 to lr/2. Furthermore for 
b 2 c 2 E (-1, -1/2) the value of(z given by (1.8) is 
greater than the one given by Hairer's equation (1.6). 
iii) From theorem 2we fred that whenever b 2 c 2 ~ -1/2 
the method (1.2) is A(Tr/2, 0) stable and therefore the 
imaginary axis is a stability region; this means that the 
corresponding methods are I-stable in the sense of (1). 
On the other hand for ~ and (z satisfying the assumptions 
of def'mition 3, the set of methods which according to 
(1.9) are A(#,¢) stable contains the corresponding one 
obtained from (1.7). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin recalling a necessary and sufficient condition 
for contractivity of operator Th defined by (1.2) that 
has been proved by I-laker in [1 p. 59]. 
Lemraa I
With the above notations we have lIT h yll ~ Ilyll fff 
L = 4 Re(b,gl) Re(y,gl)--2(gl,gl) Re(y,b)+(gl,gl)2 ~g 0 
(2.1) 
In order to give an explicit expression of L in terms of 
z k - h~k, k = 1 ..... n and of components of the initial 
vector y, we denote by Yk' gl,k' g2,k' (b)k respectively 
the k component of y, gl'  g2 and b. Then from (1.3) 
we have 
gl,k = ZkYk " 
g2~ = Zk(l+c2 Zk) Yk 
(b)k = zk(l+b2 c2 Zk) Yk 
therefore substituting into (2.1) we get 
L= ~ lYil21yjl2{4Re[Izil2(l+b2c2zi)lRezj 
i, j=l 
-2  Izi 12 Re [zj (1 +b 2 c 2 zj)]+ Izi 12 Izjl 2) = L 3 + L 4 
where L 3 = L3(Y,Z ) and L 4 = L4(Y,Z ) are homogeneous 
in the components of z = (z 1, z 2 .... , zn)T with degrees 
3 and 4 respectively. They are given by 
L3 = i, j=l ~ 2 [yi 12 [yj[ 2 [zi[2 Re zj 
L 4= ~ lYi 121yjl 2{4b 2c 2Rez  iRezj lz i  12 
i, j=l 
-2 b 2 c 2 [zi[2 Re z~+ [zi 12 [zjl 2} 
Lemma 2 
The method (1.2) is A(~z) stable iff 
L4(Y, z) ~ 0 for all y E C n, zj E Set (2.3) 
Proof 
Taking into account that L 3 ~ 0 for all y E C n, 
zj E S a and the above-mentioned homogeneity of L 3 
and L4, condition (2.3) is equivalent to L 3 + L 4 g 0 
for all y E C n, zj E S a. Therefore by lemma i the 
proof of lemma 2 is established. 
/,emma 3
For a given method of type (1.2), the condition (1.8) 
is necessary for A(¢) stability. 
Vroof 
Assume that (1.2) is A(a) stable. Applying lemma 2 
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with the following particular values 
n = 2, y I = Y2 = 1, z 1=-1 ,  z 2 = -exp(- ia)  ES  a 
L 4 becomes 
L 4 = 411+b 2 c2(1+2 cosa - cos2a)] 
and hence condition L4 ~ 0 is equivalent to (1.8). 
To show that (1.8) is a sufficient condition for A(a) 
stability we write L 4 in the form 
L4 = i~1 (1 + 2 b 2 c2) lyi 14 [zi 14 +j~.i" lyil2 [YJ 12 
• [4.b2.c2.([zi 12 + [zj[ 2) Re z i Re zj -4 b 2 c 2 [zi 12 (Re zj) 2 
b 2 c 2 Izj[ 2 (Re zi)2+2(1+2 b2 c2) Izi 12 [zjl 2] ~4 
Using the inequalities Izi 12 + [zjl 2/> 2 Izi[ [zj[ and 
1+2 b 2 c 2 ~ 0, L 4 can be bounded by 
L4 ~ x~ 1"= (1+2b2 c2 ) [yi[4 [zi[4+j~.. . [yi[2 [yj[2 
. Izi 12 Izj[ 2 [2(1+2b 2 c2) -4 b 2 c2(Re zi/[zil 
- Re zj/lzjl) 2 ] 
Let us introduce the variables x = (Xl,X 2 ..... xn)T, 
0 = (01,02 ..... 0n)T defined by 
x i = tyi 12 Izi 12, cos 0 i = -Re zi/[zi[ (2.4) 
then 
L4(Y, z) g L4 (x, 0) (2.5) 
with 
L4(x,O) =i=~1 (1 +2b2c2)x 2 +2(1 +282c2).  i~ j x i xj 
-4  b 2 c 2 i~j xi xj (cos0i-cos 0j) 2 " (2.6) 
Note also that when y, z describe the set (2.3) the new 
variables x, 0 describe the set 
x i~0 [0 i [~a i=1,2  ..... n (2.7) 
Our next lemma is intended to provide a bound of the 
last term of (2.6). 
/.~mma 4
Let x i, i = 1, 2 ..... n. be positive real values and M a 
function of 01, 02 . . . . .  O n defined by 
M(01, 02 ..... On) = j~.  x i xj (cos 0 i - cos 0 j) 2 (2.8) 
Then its maximum when loll ~ a, i = 1 ..... n is attained 
when each variable 0. takes either of the values 0 or a. 
1 
Proof  
By symmetry it is enough to consider the function M 
defined on the set 0 g 0 i g a, i = 1,2 ..... n. Assume now 
that the maximum of M is attained in a point 
(0 i, 0~ ..... On) where some 0 i, e.g. 0 i E (0, a). This 
means that the quadratic function 
~0(t) = M(t, 0~, O~ ..... On) = a I t2+a2 t+a 3 
def'med for .t E [0, a] attains its maximum at an interior 
point, but this leads to a contradiction with the fact 
that a 1 = i~1 x i x I > 0. 
/.emma 5
If the method (1.2) satisfies the condition (1.8) then it 
is A(a) stable. 
Proof 
Taking into account lemma 2 and the inequality (2.5) 
it is sufficient o check that L4 (x, 0) ~ 0 for all 
x i~ 0, 10i[ ~ ct, i = 1,2 ..... n. Furthermore we may 
assume without loss of generality that all x i ~> 0. 
To obtain an upper bound of the last term of E 4 we 
apply lemma 4 ordering appropriately the variables 0i 
so that the maximum of M is attained at 0 i" = a 
(i = 1, 2 ..... k), 0; = 0 (i = k+l  ..... n), hence we have 
M(01, 02 . . . . .  On) < M(a,rt  . . . . .  a,  0 . . . . .  O) 
= ~'x  i Xk(1 - cosa) 2 
where the last sum is to be taken over all pairs i,j 
with l~ i~k ,k+l~j~n.  
On the other hand from (1.8) it follows that 
b2 c2~ 0, 1+2 b2 c2~ b2 c2(1-cosa)2 (2.9) 
with the aid of these inequalities and the above bound 
of M we have 
L4~b2 c2(1- c°sa)2 i=1 ~ x2i + 2b2 c2(1 - c°sa)2 i~j xixj 
-4b  2 c2(1 - cosa) 2 Z 'x ix  j
cos )2t lX = b2c2(1 - "= +2 i~j ]~xixj -4  ~'  xixj] 
= b 2 c2 (1 - cos a) 2 (x I + x2 + .... + Xk - Xk+ 1 - - Xn) 2 
~0 
and the proof is complete. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As the proof can be carried out in a completely similar 
way to the one given for theorem 1, we only state the 
corresponding lemmas without proving them. 
Lem~ 2 ~ 
The method (1.2) is A(~,a) stable iff 
L4(Y, z ) ~ 0 for all y E C n, z i E Sa, ~. 
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Lemrrm 3" 
For a given method of type (1.2) the condition (1.9) is 
necessary for A(/3, a) stability. 
(Take n = 2,  Y l  = Y2 = 1 ,  z I = - exp  [ i(/3 - a ) ] ,  
z 2 = -exp[i(/3+a)]).  
Note that in this case the function L4 (x, 0) will be 
defined for x i/> 0 and/3- a ~ 0 i ~ /3+a,  i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Lemma 4" 
Let x i be positive real numbers and M de£med by (2.8), 
then the maximum value of this function when 
/3- ct ~ 8 i ( /3+a,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  n. is attained when each 0 i 
takes either of the values/3- n or/3+a. 
Finally we have : 
Lemma 5" 
If the method (1.2) satisfies the condition (1.9), then it 
is A(/3,a) stable. 
Note that here M is bounded by. 
~" x i xj [cos (/3- a) - cos(/3+a)] 2, and instead of (2.9) we 
have 1 + 2 b 2 c 2 ~g 4 b 2 c 2 sin2/3 sin 2 a. 
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